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the official darkstalkers artbook is mostly white on black, with some colored pages used to highlight these pages. each
section has a title and then most art within the section. there are pictures of art and concept art, with a few well done
pages mixed in. some of the concept art is either missing or ripped off, with the original art and box art in the proper
places. the interviews and commentary sections are just as you would expect, with most of the game designers going
into detail on the development, creation, and marketing of the games. darkstalkers is a fairly simple game, but each
character has their own story and place in the series. darkstalkers 1 introduced nightcrawler to the series, and some

players may recall the character as the villain in heavy armor of street fighter ii turbo. by the time we reached
darkstalkers 3, which is the final release, nightcrawler has become a good guy, while the original character has

graduated to a dark character. while the character artwork is nothing special, there are some funny illustrations to go
along with the character. all of the characters also come with their own unique bonus art, with some of them being

absolutely horrible. overall, the artbook is pretty good and is definately worth getting. the game is a classic. one of the
greatest things that has come to the series is the fan-made galleries that has sprung up from all the different passions
that hold love for this title. unfortunately the darkstalkers: official complete works doesn't have any of the resources to
add to the galleries other than the scanlations of the game manuals and the scans from the artbook, so every art book
fan will want to pick that up first to see how it compares. our recent scans from alliance's mistako to confrontation will

likely be the best of the artbook version as they contain more pages of art.
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the artbook is a must-have for anyone who loves the darkstalkers series. many of the pieces have never been printed
before, and the designs are phenomenal. the pages are only slightly smaller than a magazine, making the book easy to
flip through and enjoy when you need a bit of inspiration. street fighter fans, official complete works for darkstalkers will
be your ultimate tribute to the series. youll get to see the art, character designs, and commentary that youve seen in the
past, but it also includes behind-the-scenes details of how the series came to be, and interviews with the creators. youll

get to see the characters in their most beautiful and vibrant form, and we think youll find this a joy. darkstalkers is a
story about the world before the first game in the series. the world is ruled by four goddesses who have been battling

each other over all the known time. the goddess known as the “true god” is the last hope for the world, but to bring him
back, the other three must be defeated. four warriors are selected to bring back the true god; the warriors known as the

“darkstalkers.” darkstalkers, vol. 1: the rise of the dark ones for the first time, darkstalkers: the rise of the dark ones
follows the story of the darkstalkers all the way from their origin to the first game in the series. a collection of never-

before-seen concept art, interviews, rough drawings, and rare promotional art, the rise of the dark ones is the ultimate
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guide to the darkstalkers universe. a must-have for fans of the series, the rise of the dark ones also comes with an
exclusive bonus pdf! 5ec8ef588b
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